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Fort Darland
Commenced
Completed
Cost
£
Map Reference
Position

1893
1899
24,774
TQ 782666
South-east of Chatham

Type
Ditch
Guns
Barrack Accom.
Present use

Land front/ polygonal
Dry
6pr QFs but never armed
72 men
(Demolished)

History
Disposal
Condition
Access
Sources

Took part in 1907 siege operations, passed
to Army Technical School c.1910 and
badly damaged. Air-raid shelter WW2
Sold 1946 to become mushroom farm
Now under housing estate. Some lumps of
fort are said to survive in back gardens
Gulvin, 'Chatham’s Concrete Ring'
Lewis “Permanent Fortification” & Victor Smith
“Chatham & London 1870-1918”

Armament
Never armed
Intended armament:
4 x 5-inch BL guns on siege carriages
6 x 6pdr QFs in Tourelles
12 x Maxim machine guns
(plan states 11 Machine guns)

Caponiers

One

Counterscarp
galleries

None

Haxo casemates None
Moncrieff Pits

None

History and Description
The last of the Chatham forts to be built, Darland was commenced in 1893 and completed 1899. It was built by a private
contractor instead of convict labour, like the others. It differed from the others also in the fact that it was constructed with
the latest modes of fortification incorporated into its design.
There was to be no permanent armament, but eleven machine guns defended the gorge and frontal approaches to the fort.
Platforms for 6 pr. Q.F.s were to be provided to cover the firing steps. The original intention was to place these in
tourelles. The original plans also mentioned 5-inch BLs on lattice girder siege platforms to cover the front of the fort.
Movable artillery, probably 15pr BL field guns were to be stored in an artillery store within the fort so that they could be
used to defend the fort itself or to be taken outside the fort and mounted in field batteries. They could also be withdrwan
easily if the fort was likely to fall to an enemy.
Under the forward traverse were shelter casemates for 72 men which could also have been used for barrack
accommodation. Earth closets were provided rather than sewers and cesspits, as in the other forts. The entrance to the fort
was over a caponier in the gorge ditch with four loopholed rooms each side of the entrance. The ditch was revetted in
concrete following the crooked ‘D’ shape of the fort’s trace. There were no counterscarp galleries. Large water tanks
provided 45,000 gallons. Several magazines were also provided. An outwork was proposed to the south-west of the fort
although this may have not been permanent but for siege operations conducted at the fort.
The fort passed to the Army Technical School. Its ditch was systematically destroyed in practise sessions. In March 1939
it served as a school for both Royal Engineer and Royal Artillery enlisted boys. During WW2 it served as an air-raid
shelter and it was usd as an Army Detention Centre. In 1940 the school became a transit camp for men returning from
France the pupils having been sent home and subsequently to other Army schools. It was sold in 1946 as a mushroom
farm. During the 1960s it was re-sold and the present housing estate built on its site.
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